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Abstract

Connectivity studies of the brain are usually based on functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (fMRI) experiments involving many subjects. These studies need to
take into account not only the interaction between areas of a single brain but also the
differences amongst those subjects. This work uses the group-structure (GS) approach
applied to Multiregression Dynamic Model (MDM), as defined in Costa et al. (2019),
to study the information flow of the brain.

The GS approach consists of grouping subjects according to the similarities in their
graph structures. For this, firstly the process of learning network is done twice: a) for
each subject individually and b) for each pairwise of subjects under the constraints of
both individuals have the same graphical structure but the connectivity strength may
be different. To search over networks we have used an efficient search-and-score method
called as MDM-IP algorithm (Costa et al., 2015) which is based on the gobnilp system
(Cussens, 2011; Bartlett and Cussens, 2013) and the scores were defined as the joint
log predictive likelihood (LPL) calculated as

LPLi(m) =

n∑
r=1

T∑
t=1

log ptr(yit(r)|yt−1
i , Pai(r),m), (1)

where this conditional forecast distribution has the closed form of a students t-distribution
(Costa et al., 2015), m denotes the current choice of model that determines the relation-
ship between the n regions expressed graphically through the underlying graph, the col-
umn vector Y′it = (Yit(1), . . . , Yit(n)) denotes the data from n regions at time t for sub-
ject i and their observed values designated respectively by y′it = (yit(1), . . . , yit(n)), the
time series until time t for region r = 1, . . . , n is defined as Yit(r)′ = (Yi1(r), . . . , Yit(r))
and Pai(r) is the parent set of Yit(r).

Secondly, a separation measure, d(i, j), is calculated as the difference between the
individual networks, Mi, and the pairwise group network, mG, for every pair of subjects
i and j, i.e.

d(i, j) = LPLi(Mi) + LPLj(Mj)− LPLi(mG)− LPLj(mG),

where i ∈ {1, . . . , S−1}, j ∈ {2, . . . , S}, j > i. So here the individual networks, Mi, are
estimated by maximising the scores in equation (1) in the stage a whilst the pairwise
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group networks, mG, is then estimated by maximising the sum of scores for only two
subjects, i and j in the stage b of learning network process cited above.

After that, subjects with similar networks are grouped using this separation measure
and a cluster analysis. Then a new graphical structure is estimated for each one of
subgroups by maximising the sum of scores for subjects belonging to the same subgroup.
Finally, the connectivity strengths are estimated per subgroup using the MDM.

Here the GS approach is compared to other three group analysis approaches easily
found in the neuroimaging literature (e.g. Mechelli et al., 2002; Li et al., 2008; Ramsey
et al., 2010; Gates and Molenaar, 2012). The first approach is the virtual-typical-subject
(VTS) which creates a typical subject calculating the average of observed variables for
every node over subjects or concatenating the datasets. In this way, the usual MDM
can be used to estimate the network for this single individual. A second method is
the common-structure (CS) that estimates the same network structure but allows the
connectivity strength to differ between subjects. Then the group network structure is
found by maximising the sum of scores LPLi for all individuals and connectivity strength
is estimated as the average of the smoothed estimates of this parameter over subjects.
In contrast, the third method of group analysis, individual-structure (IS), usually learns
individual networks independently, using the individual scores as in equation 1, and then
the group network structure consists of the edges that exist in the individual network
for most subjects. After that, the MDM is fitted for all subjects considering this group
structure and, as the CS approach, the average of the smoothed estimates over all
individuals defines connectivity strength. For more discussion of these methods see e.g.
Costa et al. (2019), Oates (2013), Gates and Molenaar (2012) and Kherif et al. (2004).

Firstly we compared the four group analysis approaches described above using syn-
thetic data. The aim was to assess the efficacy of methods when subjects are sampled
from populations whose individuals may exhibit different networks. We then simulated
data from 3 different DAGs (DAG1, DAG2 and DAG3), 10 subjects for each DAG, and
considering 4 nodes and 197 time points. The pairwise logBF separation for all pairs
of subjects was evaluated as shown above and considering the MDM-IPA. In order to
assess the homogeneity of this group, we used the hierarchical cluster (Everitt et al.,
2011, Chapter 4) and the multidimensional scaling (MDS; Everitt et al., 2011, Section
2.3.3). The hierarchical cluster results can be illustrated through a dendrogram and,
to define subgroups, we use the dynamic tree cut (hybrid algorithm; Langfelder et al.,
2008). The hybrid algorithm correctly identified the number of subgroups and most of
the subjects were correctly grouped. The criteria of logBF ≥ 2 showed strong evidence
for the first model used in its calculation (West and Harrison, 1997). It should be re-
membered that in the calculation of d(i, j) in the first model, individual DAGs were
estimated independently. Therefore, because the average separation between subjects
belonging to the same group was around 1.8, this result indicates that these subjects
are likely to share the same network structure. In contrast, the average separation be-
tween groups was almost 30. This provides strong evidence that people from different
subgroups have different graphical structures.

After that we applied the GS approach into a real resting-state fMRI data with 3
levels: brain, session and subject. The application consisted of a resting-state study in
which participants were instructed to rest with their eyes open while the word “Relax”
was centrally projected in white, against a black background (Shehzad et al., 2009;
Ridgway et al., 2013). There are 25 right-handed native English-speaking participants,
being 11 males with mean age of 20.5 ± 8.4. Subjects had no history of psychiatric
or neurological illness, as confirmed by a psychiatric clinical assessment. They were
scanned 3 times, being session 2 was between 5 and 11 months after the first, and
session 3 was less than 45 minutes after session 2. Data consist of 197 BOLD fMRI
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resting-state time-points, sampled every 2 seconds, for 4 ROI’s: Posterior Cingulate -
PC ; Anterior Frontal - AF ; Left Lateral Parietal - LP and Right Lateral Parietal - RP.
According to Shehzad et al. (2009), “Mean time series for each ROI were extracted
from this standardized functional volume by averaging over all voxels within the region.
To ensure that each time series represented regionally specific neural activity, in each
analysis, the mean time series of each ROI was orthogonalized with respect to 9 nuisance
signals (global signal, white matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and 6 motion parameters)”.
These data are available for download in http://www.nitrc.org/projects/nyu trt

In this experiment, we are interested to study the information flow of the brain, and
then we need to estimate the map of brain connectivity. First, four different graphical
structures were manually chosen to representing the scientific beliefs about the brain
connectivities (from RS-DAG1 to RS-DAG4). RS-DAG1 understands that the Posterior
Cingulate hub drives the other regions whilst RS-DAG2 understands that the Posterior
Cingulate hub is driven by the Anterior Frontal and the Left and the Right Lateral
Parietal. In RS-DAG3, the information flows forward while in RS-DAG4 the information
flows backwards. Comparing these 4 DAGs, the graphical structure that maximises the
log predictive likelihood was selected for each dataset using the MDM. The RS-DAG4
was chosen for most of the datasets (almost 55%), followed by RS-DAG1 for about
40%. Then a group analysis was applied without giving preference to any specified
model. Broadly speaking, the results of the search process were consistent with scientific
knowledge.

Graphical structures were estimated for the VTS, the CS and the IS approaches,
considering the 75 datasets and the MDM. As expected, the result of the IS approach
was RS-DAG4. This was the graph chosen for most subjects. In contrast to the sim-
ulation study, VTS showed a plausible result which was close to RS-DAG4. The CS
approach also provided a consistent result with the first learning network process, i.e.
the information in these brain regions flows backwards. However, the directionality
of the connection between RP and PC regions was contrary to what was expected.
We noted that none of the methods identified two different graphical structures in this
population.

For the sake of simplicity, we are assuming that all sessions share the same graphical
structure and then the GS approach was applied for 25 subjects, summing the scores
over the sessions. The hybrid algorithm suggested two subgroups (orange and blue).
The scores of the subjects who belong to the same subgroup were summed and then the
MDM-IPA was applied to each subgroup independently. We noted that the estimated
graph of the GS-subgroup2 is similar to RS-DAG4 whilst the GS-subgroup1 is similar to
RS-DAG1. Therefore, in contrast to the other methods, the result of the GS approach
was consistent with the previous analysis that showed evidence of two different subgroup
networks. The logBF comparing heterogeneous with homogenous group was found to be
around 118. This provided strong evidence for a model in which subjects were clustered
into at least two subgroups.
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